
Martin 00-28: The Perfect Guitar for Small Venues,
Recording, and Songwriting

The Martin 00 28 guitar is a popular choice among musicians due to its versatility, playability,
and exceptional sound quality. It is a member of the Martin Standard series, which has been
around for over 180 years, making Martin one of the oldest and most respected guitar
manufacturers in the world. The Martin 00-28 was first introduced in the early 20th century and
has since undergone several changes in design and construction. Today, the guitar is known for
its classic shape and size, quality tonewoods, and expert craftsmanship.

The Martin Company, which was founded in 1833 by Christian Frederick Martin, is a family-
owned business that has been passed down through six generations. The company is known
for its innovative designs and high-quality guitars, which have been used by countless
musicians over the years, including Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, and Eric Clapton. Martin guitars
are renowned for their exceptional sound quality, which is due to the use of carefully selected
tonewoods and expert craftsmanship.

The Martin 00 28 guitar is a perfect example of the company's commitment to excellence. The
guitar features a solid Sitka spruce top, solid East Indian rosewood back and sides, and a
modified low oval neck shape, which provides excellent playability. The guitar also has a 24.9"
scale length and a 1 3/4" nut width, which makes it comfortable to play for extended periods.
The 00-28 also has a scalloped X-bracing system, which provides excellent projection and tonal
balance.

Overall, the Martin 00-28 is a high-quality guitar that is suitable for a wide range of musical
genres and playing styles. Its exceptional sound quality, playability, and versatility make it a top
choice among musicians who demand the best from their instruments. In the following sections,
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we will take a closer look at the guitar's body and neck design, sound and tone, playability and
versatility, benefits for small venues, recording, and songwriting, comparisons to other Martin
models, tips for buying, and caring for and maintaining your Martin 00-28.

Body and Neck Design

The Martin 00-28 has a classic body shape and size, which is known for its balanced sound and
comfortable playability. The guitar has a 14-fret neck joint, which provides excellent access to
the upper frets and makes it easier to play complex chords and melodies. The body is
constructed using a combination of solid Sitka spruce for the top and solid East Indian
rosewood for the back and sides. This combination of tonewoods is known for its excellent
projection, balanced tone, and sustain.

The top of the Martin 00-28 is supported by a scalloped X-bracing system, which is hand-
shaped and provides excellent strength and support. The bracing is designed to allow the top to
vibrate freely, which enhances the guitar's projection and tonal balance. The bracing also helps
to prevent the top from warping over time, which can affect the guitar's sound and playability.

The neck of the Martin 00-28 is made from select hardwood and features a modified low oval
shape, which is comfortable to play for extended periods. The neck has a satin finish, which
provides a smooth and comfortable playing surface, and the fingerboard is made from ebony,
which is known for its durability and smoothness. The fingerboard has a 16" radius and features
dot inlays, which provide excellent visual reference points for players.

The Martin 00-28 also features high-quality hardware, including a bone nut and saddle, which
enhance the guitar's sustain and tonal clarity. The guitar also has open-gear tuners, which are
lightweight and provide excellent tuning stability. The bridge is made from ebony and features a
through-saddle design, which provides excellent intonation and string-to-string balance.

Overall, the Martin 00 28's body and neck design are carefully crafted to provide excellent
sound quality, playability, and durability. The combination of solid tonewoods, scalloped X-
bracing, and high-quality hardware make the guitar a top choice among musicians who demand
the best from their instruments.

Sound and Tone

The Martin 00-28 is known for its exceptional sound quality and tonal range. The combination of
solid Sitka spruce and East Indian rosewood tonewoods, along with the scalloped X-bracing,
provides a balanced and articulate sound that is suitable for a wide range of musical styles.

The guitar has a warm and rich tone that is characterized by a strong midrange and clear treble.
The bass response is tight and focused, which provides excellent clarity and definition to the
overall sound. The guitar also has a balanced tonal range that allows each note to be heard
clearly, even when playing complex chords and melodies.
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Compared to other Martin models, the 00-28 has a slightly smaller body size, which provides a
more focused and articulate sound. The smaller body size also makes the guitar more
comfortable to play for extended periods, which is an important consideration for musicians who
play live or record in the studio.

One of the key factors that contribute to the Martin 00-28's exceptional sound quality is the use
of high-quality tonewoods. The solid Sitka spruce top is known for its excellent projection and
tonal balance, while the solid East Indian rosewood back and sides provide a warm and rich
tone. These tonewoods are carefully selected and matched by Martin's expert luthiers to ensure
a consistent and balanced sound.

The guitar's scalloped X-bracing system is also a significant factor in its sound quality. The
bracing is carefully shaped and positioned to allow the top to vibrate freely, which enhances the
guitar's projection and tonal balance. The bracing also provides excellent support for the top,
which helps to prevent warping and cracking over time.

Overall, the Martin 00-28's sound and tone are exceptional, and the guitar is well-suited for a
wide range of musical genres and playing styles. The guitar's warm and rich tone, along with its
excellent projection and tonal balance, make it a top choice among musicians who demand the
best from their instruments.

Playability and Versatility

The Martin 00 28 is designed to be both playable and versatile, making it an excellent choice
for musicians who demand the best from their instruments. The guitar's body size and shape,
along with its neck profile and fingerboard, are carefully crafted to provide excellent playability.

The guitar's modified low oval neck shape is comfortable to play and provides a smooth and fast
playing surface. The fingerboard has a 16" radius, which provides excellent note clarity and
allows for comfortable string bending. The guitar also has a 24.9" scale length and a 1 3/4" nut
width, which make it comfortable to play for extended periods.

The Martin 00-28's body size and shape also contribute to its playability. The guitar's smaller
body size makes it more comfortable to play for extended periods, and the 14-fret neck joint
provides excellent access to the upper frets. The guitar's scalloped X-bracing system also
enhances its playability by allowing the top to vibrate freely, which provides a more responsive
and dynamic playing experience.

The Martin 00-28 is also highly versatile, making it suitable for a wide range of musical genres
and playing styles. The guitar's warm and rich tone, along with its excellent projection and tonal
balance, make it a top choice for fingerstyle guitarists, blues players, and singer-songwriters.
The guitar's smaller body size also makes it a popular choice for small venue performances,
where its balanced sound and comfortable playability are highly desirable.

Compared to other guitars in its class, the Martin 00-28's playability and versatility are
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exceptional. The guitar's body size and shape, along with its neck profile and fingerboard,
provide excellent playability, while its warm and rich tone, along with its excellent projection and
tonal balance, make it a highly versatile instrument.

Overall, the Martin 00-28's playability and versatility make it an excellent choice for musicians
who demand the best from their instruments. The guitar's comfortable neck profile and
fingerboard, along with its warm and rich tone and excellent projection and tonal balance, make
it a highly desirable instrument for a wide range of musical genres and playing styles.

Benefits for Small Venues, Recording, and Songwriting

The Martin 00-28 is an excellent choice for musicians who play small venues, record in the
studio, or write songs. The guitar's body size and shape, along with its warm and rich tone,
make it well-suited for these types of musical activities.

When playing in small venues, it's important to have an instrument that can provide a balanced
and articulate sound, even in intimate settings. The Martin 00-28's smaller body size and shape
make it an excellent choice for small venue performances, where its warm and rich tone, along
with its excellent projection and tonal balance, can be appreciated by audiences.

The Martin 00-28 is also a popular choice for recording in the studio, thanks to its exceptional
sound quality and tonal range. The guitar's warm and rich tone, along with its excellent
projection and tonal balance, make it an ideal instrument for recording acoustic tracks. The
guitar's smaller body size and shape also make it easier to position and record, compared to
larger dreadnought-style guitars.

Songwriters also appreciate the Martin 00-28's warm and rich tone, which makes it easier to
write and compose songs. The guitar's smaller body size and shape make it comfortable to play
for extended periods, while its excellent projection and tonal balance provide a dynamic and
expressive playing experience.

Testimonials from musicians who have used the Martin 00-28 for these purposes are plentiful.
Many musicians praise the guitar's warm and rich tone, along with its excellent playability and
versatility. Some of the notable musicians who have used the Martin 00-28 include Elvis
Presley, Johnny Cash, and Neil Young.

Overall, the Martin 00-28's benefits for small venues, recording, and songwriting make it an
excellent choice for musicians who demand the best from their instruments. The guitar's warm
and rich tone, along with its excellent projection and tonal balance, make it a highly desirable
instrument for these types of musical activities.

Comparing the Martin 00-28 to Other Martin Models

When considering purchasing a Martin guitar, it's important to compare different models to
determine which one best suits your needs. The Martin 00-28 is a member of the Martin
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Standard series, which includes several other models that are worth considering.

One of the most significant differences between the Martin 00 28 and other Martin models is
the guitar's body size and shape. The Martin 00-28 has a smaller body size compared to
dreadnought-style guitars like the Martin D-28 and the Martin HD-28. The smaller body size
provides a more focused and articulate sound, which is well-suited for fingerstyle playing and
small venue performances.

Another significant difference between the Martin 00-28 and other Martin models is the
tonewoods used in construction. The Martin 00-28 features a solid Sitka spruce top and solid
East Indian rosewood back and sides, which provide a warm and rich tone with excellent
projection and tonal balance. The Martin D-28, on the other hand, features a solid Sitka spruce
top and solid East Indian rosewood back and sides, which provide a similar tone to the 00-28,
but with a larger and more powerful sound.

The Martin HD-28 is another popular Martin model that is worth considering. The HD-28 has a
dreadnought-style body shape, similar to the D-28, but features herringbone top trim and
scalloped forward-shifted X-bracing, which provides a more powerful and balanced tone
compared to the D-28.

When choosing between the Martin 00-28 and other Martin models, it's important to consider
your playing style, musical preferences, and performance needs. If you primarily play fingerstyle
guitar and perform in small venues, the Martin 00-28 may be the best choice for you. If you play
a wide range of musical styles and require a more powerful and balanced tone, the Martin D-28
or HD-28 may be a better fit.

Overall, the Martin 00-28 is an exceptional guitar with a warm and rich tone, excellent projection
and tonal balance, and comfortable playability. Comparing the Martin 00-28 to other Martin
models can help you determine which guitar best suits your needs and preferences.

Tips for Buying a Martin 00-28

If you're considering purchasing a Martin 00-28, there are several factors to consider to ensure
you get the best possible instrument. Here are some tips for buying a Martin 00-28:

1. Research the guitar's history: Before purchasing a Martin 00-28, it's important to
research the guitar's history. This includes the year it was made, the serial number, and
any notable features or modifications. This information can help you determine the
guitar's value and ensure its authenticity.

2. Inspect the guitar's condition: When inspecting a Martin 00-28, it's important to check the
guitar's overall condition. Look for any cracks or signs of damage, and check the frets
and neck for wear. A guitar in good condition will be easier to play and maintain over
time.
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3. Check the guitar's authenticity: Martin guitars are highly valued and sought-after, which
has led to a market for counterfeit instruments. To ensure the guitar's authenticity, check
for any signs of modification or replacement parts, and verify the serial number with
Martin's customer service department.

4. Consider the guitar's value for investment purposes: Martin guitars are known for their
exceptional quality and durability, which can make them a valuable investment over
time. When considering purchasing a Martin 00-28, it's important to consider the guitar's
value and potential for appreciation.

Overall, purchasing a Martin 00 28 requires careful consideration and research. By following
these tips, you can ensure you get the best possible instrument for your needs and preferences.

Caring for and Maintaining Your Martin 00-28

To ensure your Martin 00-28 stays in excellent condition and retains its exceptional sound
quality over time, it's important to follow best practices for cleaning and maintaining the guitar.
Here are some tips for caring for and maintaining your Martin 00-28:

1. Clean the guitar regularly: To keep your Martin 00-28 looking and sounding its best, it's
important to clean the guitar regularly. Use a soft cloth to wipe down the guitar after
each use, and use a damp cloth to remove any dirt or grime.

2. Use high-quality strings: The strings on your Martin 00-28 have a significant impact on
the guitar's sound and playability. To ensure the best possible sound quality and
playability, use high-quality strings that are designed for acoustic guitars.

3. Store the guitar in a safe and dry location: To protect your Martin 00-28 from damage,
it's important to store the guitar in a safe and dry location. Avoid storing the guitar in
direct sunlight or extreme temperatures, which can cause warping or cracking.

4. Use a humidifier: Martin guitars are sensitive to changes in humidity, which can cause
the guitar to warp or crack over time. To maintain the guitar's optimal humidity level, use
a guitar humidifier in the case when storing the guitar.

5. Get regular maintenance and repairs: To keep your Martin 00-28 in excellent condition,
it's important to get regular maintenance and repairs. This includes getting the guitar set
up by a professional technician, and getting any necessary repairs done in a timely
manner.

Overall, caring for and maintaining your Martin 00-28 requires attention to detail and regular
upkeep. By following these tips, you can ensure your guitar stays in excellent condition and
retains its exceptional sound quality over time.
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Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)

Here are some frequently asked questions about the Martin 00-28 guitar:

Q: What is the price of a Martin 00-28? A: The price of a Martin 00-28 can vary depending on
the year it was made, its condition, and other factors. As of 2023, new Martin 00-28 guitars
typically retail for around $3,099 to $3,299.

Q: What type of music is the Martin 00-28 best suited for? A: The Martin 00-28 is a highly
versatile guitar that is suitable for a wide range of musical genres and playing styles. It is
particularly well-suited for fingerstyle playing, blues, and singer-songwriter music.

Q: What is the difference between the Martin 00-28 and the Martin D-28? A: The Martin 00-28
and the Martin D-28 have several differences, including body size and shape, tonewoods used
in construction, and sound quality. The Martin 00-28 has a smaller body size and shape, which
provides a more focused and articulate sound compared to the Martin D-28. The Martin 00-28
also features solid East Indian rosewood back and sides, while the Martin D-28 features solid
East Indian rosewood back and sides. The Martin D-28 is known for its powerful and balanced
sound, while the Martin 00-28 has a warm and rich tone.

Q: Is the Martin 00-28 a good investment? A: Martin guitars are known for their exceptional
quality and durability, which can make them a valuable investment over time. The Martin 00-28
is a highly desirable guitar that is sought-after by musicians and collectors alike. While the value
of a Martin 00-28 can vary depending on several factors, including its year of manufacture and
condition, it has the potential to appreciate over time.

Q: What is the warranty on a Martin 00-28? A: Martin guitars typically come with a limited
lifetime warranty, which covers defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the original
owner. The warranty does not cover normal wear and tear or damage caused by misuse or
neglect. For more information on the Martin 00-28 warranty, contact Martin's customer service
department.

Q: How often should I change the strings on my Martin 00-28? A: The frequency with which you
should change the strings on your Martin 00-28 depends on several factors, including how often
you play, your playing style, and your personal preferences. As a general rule, it's
recommended to change the strings on your guitar every 3 to 6 months, or more frequently if
you play often or perform regularly.

Q: Can I use electric guitar strings on my Martin 00-28? A: While it's possible to use electric
guitar strings on an acoustic guitar like the Martin 00-28, it's not recommended. Electric guitar
strings are designed for solid-body electric guitars and have a different tension and tone
compared to acoustic guitar strings. It's best to use strings that are specifically designed for
acoustic guitars to ensure the best possible sound quality and playability.
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Q: How can I enhance the sound quality of my Martin 00 28? A: To enhance the sound quality
of your Martin 00-28, there are several things you can do. First, make sure you're using high-
quality strings that are designed for acoustic guitars. You can also experiment with different
string gauges and materials to find the best sound for your playing style. Additionally, you can
use a guitar humidifier to maintain the guitar's optimal humidity level, which can enhance its
sound quality and prevent damage. Finally, getting the guitar set up by a

Conclusion

The Martin 00 28 Guitar is a highly versatile and exceptional guitar that is well-suited for a wide
range of musical genres and playing styles. Its warm and rich tone, excellent projection and
tonal balance, and comfortable playability make it a highly desirable instrument for musicians
who demand the best from their guitars.

Whether you're playing in small venues, recording in the studio, or writing songs, the Martin
00-28 is an excellent choice that can provide the sound and versatility you need. Its smaller
body size and shape, along with its high-quality tonewoods and hardware, make it a dynamic
and expressive instrument that is capable of producing a wide range of tones and sounds.

While the Martin 00-28 is an exceptional guitar, it's important to consider your needs and
preferences when choosing between different Martin models. By comparing the Martin 00-28 to
other Martin models and considering factors such as body size and shape, tonewoods used in
construction, and sound quality, you can ensure you get the best possible instrument for your
needs and preferences.

Overall, the Martin 00-28 is a timeless and iconic guitar that has been used by some of the most
influential musicians of our time. Its exceptional sound quality, playability, and versatility make it
a highly desirable instrument that is well worth considering for any serious musician.
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